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ABSTRACT 
 
Curcumin is a yellow pigmented polyphenol, having multiple medicinal uses 

due to its anti-inflammatory, antioxidant and antimicrobial effects. The most 
important effect is its potential use in chemothearpy for cancer treatment. In this study 
curcumin is encapsulated in Poly(DL-lactide-co-glycolide) nanospheres using solvent 
evaporation technique by means of Tween 80 and Span 80 as surfactants. Drug 
encapsulation, drug loading, particle size, morphology, FT-IR analysis and in-vitro 
studies, were conducted to characterize the formulated nanospheres.The spherical 
nanoshperes showed a size ranging between 60 and 130 nm, having a maximum drug 
encapsulation of 24%. The lack of interaction between both drug and polymer during 
the nanosphere formulation was proven during the FT-IR study. The in-vitro studies 
showed a fast drug release. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Most research in the medical field today is focused mainly on anti-cancer drugs and 

how they are applied to improve their effectiveness with least side effects. In most cases, only 
a small amount of administered dose of the drug reaches the target site. Therefore, drug 
delivery systems based on nanospheres and microspheres that optimize the pharmaceutical 
action of a drug while reducing its toxic side effects have been used 1-3.  

An important challenge in treating cancer in general is to find a technology for a 
controlled targeted delivery and release in order to destroy tumor cells. Many anti-cancer drugs 
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that are used for treatment are not able to reach specifically the tumor cells without causing 
side effects to the healthy cells and tissues. That’s why the new attempts in the medical field 
are trying to face this issue using nanoparticles drug delivery systems. There are several 
nanoscale drug delivery devices that were developed and have reached clinical trials 3-5. 

Nanospheres have been developed as an important strategy to deliver these anticancer 
drugs in order to obtain the best therapeutic results. Although nanospheres have many 
advantages, some inconveniences regarding their use are due to their small size and large 
surface area such as particle-particle aggregation, limited drug loading and burst release. In 
order to overcome these  inconveniences, nanocarriers based on biodegradable polymers, such 
as polylactic acid and their copolymers have been applied 4-5. 

Nanospheres are matrix particles, i.e. particles whose entire mass is solid. These 
particulate systems are characterized by a size ranging from few tenths to several hundreds of 
nanometers. To remain well dispersed in liquid solutions, nanospheres, like all types of 
colloids, need to be stabilized using amphiphilic molecules or colloid protecting copolymers. 
These biodegradable copolymers can provide  nanospheres with tunable surface properties to 
modulate their interactions with the body parts 6-8.  

Biodegradable polymeric nanoparticles are extensively used to improve the 
therapeutic properties of various drugs. They are able to protect molecules from enzymatic 
degradation, improve their solubility, and promote controlled drug release and drug targeting. 
Nanoparticles are also characterized by their low risk of toxicity, and their ability to improve 
the drug efficacy, absorption and bioavailability. In addition, the reason why nanospheres are 
attractive for medical purposes is based on their important and unique features such as their 
surface to mass ratio that is much greater than other particles, their relatively large functional 
surface which is able to bind, adsorb and carry other compounds 3, 9-11. 

Natural herbal extracts, such as curcumin and other turmeric agents hold high potential 
as chemotherapeutics agents because they are often  safe and don’t have side effects on healthy 
tissues and organs. In addition they are very effective against cancer due to the ability to stop 
the reproduction of a wide variety of tumor cells 4, 9, 10. 

 

In this project, the biodegradable polyester Poly(lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) is used 
for the preparation of nanospheres loaded with turmeric agent Curcumin (CUR). The 
formulation of nanospheres is based on a solvent-displacement process. The prepared nanospheres 
are then tested for their size, their drug content, their shape and surface  morphology, in 
addition to the assessment of the drug-polymer surface interaction and in vitro drug release. 
The preparation of drug-loaded nanospheres could be optimized by changing experimental 
conditions such as the drug or polymer introduced, the solvents or the surfactants used.  
 
METHODOLOGY 
 

Poly(DL-lactide-co-glycolide) (lactide:glycolide 50:50) MW: 30,000-60,000, 
Curcumin, Span 80, Tween 80, and acetone were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich Chemie 
Germany. All materials were of analytical grade and used as received. 
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Nanospheres Formulation12  
 

Preformed Polymer dispersion by the solvent evaporation method was used for the 
preparation of nanospheres containing CUR. Different formulations of the drug were prepared 
by changing drug mass between 5 and 40 mg. As for the polymer and the surfactants, their 
masses were fixed respectively to 100 mg and 300 mg. 

The organic phase consisted of PLGA dissolved in 40 ml of acetone with Span 80 and 
the relevant drug  mass. This was poured into 80 ml of an aqueous phase containing Tween 
80. The solution which turned immediately milky as a result of the formation of nanoparticles 
was stirred for 3 hours. Acetone was finally removed using a rotary-evaporator (RE 200, 
BibbySterlin Ltd., UK) and the colloidal suspension concentrated to a final volume of 20-30 
ml. This final suspension was centrifuged for 20 min with a high speed centrifuge (HERMLE 
Laboratory, Germany) at 16000 rpm to collect the nanospheres. Finally, the collected 
nanospheres were dried in an oven for 48 hours at 40ºC and the clear supernatant was reserved 
for the characterization tests. 
 
Characterization 
 

The prepared nanospheres were characterized for their: 
1- Drug content 12: The drug content was calculated from the difference between the total and 

free drug (non-encapsulated) concentrations. Total drug concentration was determined each 
time from the original amount of drug used during the preparation of nanospheres for each 
formulation. Free drug was determined in the clear supernatant following separation of 
nanospheres from the aqueous medium by centrifugation technique at 16,000 rpm. Free drug 
was evaluated by UV/Vis Spectrophotometry at 425 nm.  

The percentage of Drug Encapsulation (%DE) and Drug Loading (%DL) were 
calculated as follows:  

 

Drug encapsulated = Drug total – Drug free 

%DE = 퐃퐫퐮퐠	퐞퐧퐜퐚퐩퐬퐮퐥퐚퐭퐞퐝	
퐃퐫퐮퐠	퐭퐨퐭퐚퐥	

 x100 

%DL = 	퐄퐧퐜퐚퐩퐬퐮퐥퐚퐭퐞퐝	퐝퐫퐮퐠	퐦퐚퐬퐬	
퐍퐚퐧퐨퐬퐩퐡퐞퐫퐞퐬	퐦퐚퐬퐬	

 x100 
 

2- Morphology: The morphological characteristics of the prepared nanospheres were 
examined  using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). Samples were fixed to a carbon 
conductive tape then coated with Platinum using a sputter coater.  

3- Drug-polymer interaction: The physicochemical stability and compatibility studies of 
nanospheres were performed through FT-IR spectroscopy using the Attenuated Total 
Reflectance Technique (ATR).  

4- Particle size: A laser Diffraction Granulometer was used in order to evaluate the size of 
nanospheres. Nanospheres suspension obtained  after solvent evaporation was injected in 
the Laser Granulometer for analysis.   
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5- In vitro drug release: The experiment was conducted by suspending nanospheres in a 
dialysis bag  having a MW cut off 12000-14000 in a small volume of  Phosphate Buffered 
Saline (PBS) solution. At different time intervals, a fixed amount of the release medium was 
withdrawn and replaced with fresh PBS solution. This was then evaluated for its drug 
content by UV/Vis spectrophotometry at 425 nm. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

Several methods are employed for the formulation of nanoparticles drug delivery 
systems. However, the preformed polymer dispersion by the solvent evaporation  method  is 
commonly used because it has many advantages such as its simplicity, reproducibility and 
consistency, and ability to be applied to a wide variety of polymers and hydrophobic as well 
as hydrophilic drugs.  

PLGA is one of the most applied biodegradable polyesters in preparation of drug 
delivery systems based on nanospheres and microspheres. This is due to its good mechanical 
properties, significant biodegradability and biocompatibility 12, 13. For these reasons, PLGA 
was chosen to prepare CUR nanospheres based on an o/w emulsion technique. In addition, the 
solubility of the drug affects the choice of the encapsulation method chosen. Because CUR is 
hydrophobic in character, the o/w method is found to be adequate here. It helps to ensure a 
good encapsulation of the drug and to reduce the size of the emulsion and obtain small-sized 
nanospheres10. 
 

Table 1: Drug content and particle size of the prepared CUR formulations 
 

Formulation 
Code 

Mass of Drug 
Introduced (mg) %DE  %DL Size (nm) 

C1 5 11 0.6 60 
C2 10 24 2.4 96 
C3 20 15 2.87 69 
C4 30 21.5 6.4 85 
C5 40 24 9.6 131 

 

Drug content values and  particle size of the different CUR-PLGA nanospheres 
formulations are presented  in Table 1. Nanospheres that are prepared using acetone as solvent 
and Tween 80 and Span 80 as surfactants have moderate %DE values ranging between 11 and 
24% with particle sizes between 60 and 130 nm. In comparison, CUR-PLGA nanospheres 
prepared using dichloromethane as solvent and PVA as emulsifier in the dispersed phase show 
higher particle sizes between 150 and 207 nm  and  in turn higher %DE values between 60 and 
80% 9,10. 

Drug content values in nanospheres are directly affected  by the particle size obtained; 
bigger particles yield higher drug content values. HLB value, which is a measure of the 
hydrophobic/hydrophilic character of a surfactant, has a great effect on the particle size of 
nanospheres. A surfactant with a higher hydrophobic character, that is a low HLB value, 
creates a more stable emulsion when added yielding smaller particles. Tween 80 and Span 80 
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have  respective HLB values of 14.9 and 4.3 compared to PVA that has a higher HLB of 18 14. 
This could explain the smaller particle size obtained in the case of Tween 80 and Span 80, 
which in turn leads to moderate %DE values. Moreover, when span 80 was added in the 
organic polymer phase against Tween 80 in the aqueous phase, it contributed in producing a 
stable emulsion and smaller particles due to its high hydrophobic character 15. 

 
Figure 1: Variation of %DL for the different CUR nanospheres formulations 

 
Figure 1 shows the variation of %DL with the introduced drug  mass. %DL is 

increasing from  0.6% to 9.6% with the increase in drug mass from 5 to 40 mg (Table 1). %DL 
values of loaded nanoparticles increase with the drug to polymer ratio, indicating that more 
CUR is being included into the polymeric matrix. A reasonable explanation could be that at 
higher ratios, there is more drug miscibility in the polymer phase, in particular in cases where 
both the drug and the polymer are hydrophobic in character, which is the case of PLGA and 
CUR. This will lead eventually to more drug incorporation in the polymer matrix and in turn 
higher %DL values 15-17. 

Concerning the shape of nanospheres, Figure 2 shows the results of their 
morphological examination by SEM. The obtained particles exhibit a spherical profile, which 
proves the efficiency of the formulating technique in giving homogeneous and reproducible 
nanoparticles. 

The drug-polymer physicochemical compatibility study is carried out by FT-IR. 
Spectra are recorded for CUR, PLGA, and PLGA CUR-loaded nanospheres. Table 2 gives a 
summary of the characteristic bands in CUR and PLGA. The comparison of the bands among 
the three spectra does not indicate any significant large shift or deviation in the spectra of the 
drug and polymer when formulated into nanospheres (Figure 3). These results indicate that the 
preformed polymer dispersion method is successful in encapsulating the drug into nanospheres 
while remaining stable and intact. 
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Figure 2: SEM photographs of the prepared nanospheres 

 

Table 2: Characteristics Peaks of CUR and PLGA 9, 18-20 
 

 Band (cm-1) Type of bond 

Curcumin 1630 Benzene ring stretching vibration 
3456.17 Phenolic –OH stretching vibration  

PLGA 1080  -C-O ester stretching 

 
Figure 3: FTIR spectra for curcumin, poly(DL-lactide-co-glycolide) nanospheres, and and poly(DL-lactide-
co- glycolide) nanospheres loaded with curcumin respectively 
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Drug release is in general affected by the solubility of the drug in the release medium, 
its diffusion, and the biodegradation of  the polymer matrix. It also depends on the drug content 
and the size of nanoparticles 10.  

In a first time, the drug release study was carried out in DMSO; the low solubility of 
Curcumin in DMSO observed during our study lead to a slow drug release with a maximum 
of 10 % after 24 hours. A Phosphate Buffer Solution (PBS) was used instead, after 24 hours 
the release of 25 % was observed and  reached a complete drug release after 3 days for the 
nanospheres containing 5 mg of Curcumin. 

Figure 4 shows the release profiles of the prepared CUR formulations. Results indicate 
that the release becomes slower when the %DL increases. As %DL is increasing, more drug 
particles are in contact with each other inside the small-sized nanospheres, thus they will 
require longer time to escape into the release medium. Besides, since CUR is hydrophobic is 
character, it shows a low affinity towards the PBS aqueous medium, and a stronger interaction 
with the hydrophobic polymeric matrix of PLGA. For this reason, the drug  release is retarded 
and requires days to go to completion. 

In addition, it can be observed that the release profile of CUR nanospheres 
formulations has an extended prolonged character. The drug particles are being diffused 
progressively through the porous structure of the matrix which is degrading with time by 
hydrolysis and breakage of the ester bonds of the polyester PLGA 13, 20. 

Concerning the two remaining  prepared formulations C4 and C5, which are 
characterized by the highest %DL values, 6.4 % and 9.6 % respectively (Table 1 and Figure 1), 
the release rate was extremely slow compared to the other formulations, due to the significant 
%DL values. 

 

 
Figure 4: Drug release profile of the prepared PLGA CUR-loaded nanospheres formulations 
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CONCLUSION 
 

The solvent evaporation  method was used to prepare Curcumin-loaded Poly(DL-
lactide-co-glycolide) nanospheres. These nanospheres based on biodegradable polymers have 
multiple advantages caused by their small size leading to a higher specific area, high mobility 
and diffusibility. The results showed a maximum drug encapsulation of 24% with a size 
ranging between 60 and 130 nm. FT-IR studies showed the absence of interaction between the 
drug and the polymer resulting in spherical structured nanospheres. Results indicate that with 
the increase of %DL the drug release becomes slower due to greater contact between the drug 
and polymer particles.  
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